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Publications

Counseling, School, and Educational Psychology

Aloe, Ariel M. (Assistant Professor)

Book Chapter


Anderson, Laura M. (Assistant Professor)

Journal Article


Book Chapter


Cook-Cottone, Catherine P. (Associate Professor)

Journal Articles


Delucia-Waack, Janice L. (Associate Professor)

Journal Articles
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**Other Publication**
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*Book Chapters*
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*Journal Articles*


*Book Chapter*
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*Book*
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**Other Publication**
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**McVee, Mary (Associate Professor)**

**Edited Book**
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**Book Chapter**


Moore-Russo, Deborah A. (Assistant Professor)

**Journal Articles**


**Book Chapters**
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Sarama, Julie A. (Professor)

**Journal Articles**


**Book Chapters**


**Other Publication**


**Waight, Noemi (Assistant Professor)**

**Journal Article**


**Wang, X. Christine (Associate Professor)**

**Journal Articles**


Yerrick, Randy K. (Professor)

**Journal Articles**


**Library and Information Studies**

Bishop, Kay (Associate Professor)

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


Nesset, Valerie M. (Assistant Professor)

**Conference Proceeding**


**Other Publication**

Perrault, Anne M. (Assistant Professor)

Journal Articles


Other Publication


Soergel, Dagobert (Professor)

Conference Proceeding


Wang, Jianqiang (Assistant Professor)

Conference Proceeding


Other Publication

Grants

Counseling, School, and Educational Psychology

Aloe, Ariel M. (Assistant Professor)


Burganowski, David F. (Research Associate Professor)


Burganowski, D. F. (Principal), "Supported Employment Training Initiative," Sponsored by the New York State Education Department, $1,750,000 (July 1, 2007–June 30, 2012).

Cook-Cottone, Catherine P. (Associate Professor)

Cook-Cottone, C. P. (Co-Principal), Dipeolu, A. O. (Principal), Reynolds, A. L. (Co-Principal), Donnelly, J. P. (Co-Principal), Lee, G. K. (Co-Principal), Janikowski, T. P. (Co-Principal), & Boling, T. (Co-Principal), "Conceptualizing the Magic at Cradle Beach: A Multi-Phase Concept Mapping Project," Sponsored by the Cradle Beach Board of Directors and the Graduate School of Education, $10,000 (May 2011–August 2014).

Dipeolu, Abiola (Research Assistant Professor)

Cook-Cottone, C. P. (Co-Principal), Dipeolu, A. O. (Principal), Reynolds, A. L. (Co-Principal), Donnelly, J. P. (Co-Principal), Lee, G. K. (Co-Principal), Janikowski, T. P. (Co-Principal), & Boling, T. (Co-Principal), "Conceptualizing the Magic at Cradle Beach: A Multi-Phase Concept Mapping Project," Sponsored by the Cradle Beach Board of Directors and the Graduate School of Education, $10,000 (May 2011–August 2014).

Fabiano, Gregory A. (Associate Professor)


Fabiano, G. A. (Principal), "Diversity Supplement to HD058588-01A2 'Improving Parenting Capacity to Promote Safe Driving for Adolescents with ADHD',' Sponsored by the National Institutes of Health, $33,402 (December 1, 2010–August 31, 2011).


Finn, Jeremy D. (Professor)


Janikowski, Timothy P. (Associate Professor)

Cook-Cottone, C. P. (Co-Principal), Dipeolu, A. O. (Principal), Reynolds, A. L. (Co-Principal), Donnelly, J. P. (Co-Principal), Lee, G. K. (Co-Principal), Janikowski, T. P. (Co-Principal), & Boling, T. (Co-Principal), "Conceptualizing the Magic at Cradle Beach: A Multi-Phase Concept Mapping Project," Sponsored by the Cradle Beach Board of Directors and the Graduate School of Education, $10,000 (May 2011–August 2014).
Lee, Gloria K. (Associate Professor)


Cook-Cottone, C. P. (Co-Principal), Dipeolu, A. O. (Principal), Reynolds, A. L. (Co-Principal), Donnelly, J. P. (Co-Principal), Lee, G. K. (Co-Principal), Janikowski, T. P. (Co-Principal), & Boling, T. (Co-Principal), "Conceptualizing the Magic at Cradle Beach: A Multi-Phase Concept Mapping Project," Sponsored by the Cradle Beach Board of Directors and the Graduate School of Education, $10,000 (May 2011–August 2014).


Lee, Jaekyung (Professor)

Lee, J. (Co-Principal), & Weis, L. M. (Co-Principal), "High School Pathways to Postsecondary Education Destinations: Integrated Multilevel Analyses of NELS, ELS, and NCES–Barron's Databases," Sponsored by the Association for Institutional Research and the National Science Foundation, $38,867 (June 1, 2011–June 1, 2012).


Reynolds, Amy L. (Associate Professor)

Cook-Cottone, C. P. (Co-Principal), Dipeolu, A. O. (Principal), Reynolds, A. L. (Co-Principal), Donnelly, J. P. (Co-Principal), Lee, G. K. (Co-Principal), Janikowski, T. P. (Co-Principal), & Boling, T. (Co-Principal), "Conceptualizing the Magic at Cradle Beach: A Multi-Phase Concept Mapping Project," Sponsored by the Cradle Beach Board of Directors and the Graduate School of Education, $10,000 (May 2011–August 2014).
Sodano, Sandro M. (Assistant Professor)


Volker, Martin A. (Associate Professor)


Vujnovic, Rebecca K. (Clinical Assistant Professor)


Educational Leadership and Policy

Stone-Johnson, Corrie (Assistant Professor)

Weis, Lois M. (SUNY Distinguished Professor)

Lee, J. (Co-Principal), & Weis, L. M. (Co-Principal), "High School Pathways to Postsecondary Education Destinations: Integrated Multilevel Analyses of NELS, ELS, and NCES–Barrons's Databases," Sponsored by the Association for Institutional Research and the National Science Foundation, $38,867 (June 1, 2011–June 1, 2012).

Weis, L. M. (Principal), "Urban Opportunity Structures, Figured Worlds of STEM, and Choice of Major and College Destination," Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, $1,499,000 (August 1, 2010–August 1, 2013).

Learning and Instruction

Brutt-Griffler, Janina (Professor)

Brutt-Griffler, J. (Principal), "Faculty Internationalization Fund," Sponsored by the University at Buffalo, $2,900 (June 1, 2010–December 30, 2010).

Chiu, Ming M. (Professor)


Clements, Douglas H. (SUNY Distinguished Professor)


Clements, D. H. (Principal), Sarama, J. A. (Co-Principal), & Tatsuoka, C. (Co-Principal), "Using Rule Space and Poset-Based Adaptive Testing Methodologies to Identify Ability Patterns in Early Mathematics and Create a Comprehensive Mathematics Ability Test," Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, $2,488,438 (September 1, 2010–August 31, 2014).


Kearney, Erin (Research Assistant Professor)


Liu, Xiufeng (Professor)

Liu, X. (Principal), & Waight, N. (Co-Principal), “Connected Chemistry as Formative Assessment,” Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, $449,262 (September 1, 2009–August 31, 2012).

Strasser, G. (Principal), Liu, X. (Co-Principal), Mitin, V. (Co-Principal), & Petrou, A. (Co-Principal), "CCLI: First Course in Nanoelectronics for Engineers," Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, $149,981 (May 5, 2009–April 30, 2011).

Malave Lopez, Lilliam M. (Associate Professor)


Moore-Russo, Deborah A. (Assistant Professor)


Moore-Russo, D. A. (Co-Principal), Ringland, J. (Principal), Sen, S. (Co-Principal), & Pitman, E. B. (Co-Principal), "Collaborative Research: CSUMS: URGE to Compute," Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, $495,904 (September 15, 2008–September 14, 2011).

Raimondi, Sharon L. (Adjunct Associate Professor)


Runfola, Maria E. (Associate Professor)

Runfola, M. E. (Principal), "Engaged in Music," Sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts, $150,000 (June 1, 2010–May 31, 2011).

Sarama, Julie A. (Professor)


Clements, D. H. (Principal), Sarama, J. A. (Co-Principal), & Tatsuoka, C. (Co-Principal), "Using Rule Space and Poset-Based Adaptive Testing Methodologies to Identify Ability Patterns in Early Mathematics and Create a Comprehensive Mathematics Ability Test," Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, $2,488,438 (September 1, 2010–August 31, 2014).


Waight, Noemi (Assistant Professor)

Liu, X. (Principal), & Waight, N. (Co-Principal), "Connected Chemistry as Formative Assessment," Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, $449,262 (September 1, 2009–August 31, 2012).

Wang, X. Christine (Associate Professor)

Wang, X. C. (Principal), "Media Multitasking and Young Children’s Learning and Development," Sponsored by the University at Buffalo Faculty Internationalization Fund, $500 (March 2011).

Yerrick, Randy K. (Professor)


Library and Information Studies

Perrault, Anne M. (Assistant Professor)


Perrault, A.M. (Principal), “Public Library Service for Children and Young Adults with Disabilities Project,” Sponsored by the University at Buffalo Junior Research Grant, $2,500 (August, 15, 2010–May 15, 2012).

Awards and Honors

Counseling, School, and Educational Psychology

Delucia-Waack, Janice L. (Associate Professor)

Top 20 Most Influential Education Professors, Online Masters in Education (November 2010).

Department of Counseling, School, and Educational Psychology

Hodgson Russ Award for Excellence in Collaboration, School and University Partnerships in Practice (May 2011).

Lee, Gloria K. (Associate Professor)

ARCA Research Award 2nd Place, American Rehabilitation Counseling Association (March 2011).

Educational Leadership and Policy

Jacobson, Stephen L. (Professor)

NZEALS Visiting Lecturer, New Zealand Educational Administration and Leadership Society (May 2011).

UB Exceptional Scholar: Sustained Achievement Award, University at Buffalo (April 2011).

Learning and Instruction

Hoot, James L. (Professor)

President, Association for Childhood Education International (2009–2011).

National Teacher of the Year Selection Committee (10 member committee to select the National Teacher of the Year from state teachers of the year; President Obama presents this award from the White House Rose Garden each April) (2009–2011).

Kearney, Erin (Research Assistant Professor)

UUP Professional Development Award, United University Professions (May 2011).

McVee, Mary (Associate Professor)

LAI/GSA Distinguished Faculty Award, Department of Learning and Instruction/Graduate Student Association (April 2011).
Editorial and Review Activities

Counseling, School, and Educational Psychology

Cook-Cottone, Catherine P. (Associate Professor)


Delucia-Waack, Janice L. (Associate Professor)


Fabiano, Gregory A. (Associate Professor)

Editorial Board, *School Mental Health* (June 2010–Present).


Co-Editor, *School Mental Health: Special Issue on ADHD Across Schooling* (May 2011).


Lee, Gloria K. (Associate Professor)


Lee, Jaekyung (Professor)


**Phelps, LeAdelle (Professor)**

**Reynolds, Amy L. (Associate Professor)**

**Sodano, Sandro M. (Assistant Professor)**

**Volker, Martin A. (Associate Professor)**

**Vujnovic, Rebecca K. (Clinical Assistant Professor)**

**Educational Leadership and Policy**

**Barba, William C. (Clinical Professor)**

**Colyar, Julia E. (Assistant Professor)**
Daun-Barnett, Nathan J. (Assistant Professor)


Jacobson, Stephen L. (Professor)


Koyama, Jill P. (Assistant Professor)


Stone-Johnson, Corrie (Assistant Professor)


Weis, Lois M. (SUNY Distinguished Professor)

Learning and Instruction

**Boyd, Maureen P. (Assistant Professor)**


**Brutt-Griffler, Janina (Professor)**


**Clements, Douglas H. (SUNY Distinguished Professor)**


**Hoot, James L. (Professor)**


**Hosenfeld, Carol (Associate Professor)**


**Kearney, Erin (Research Assistant Professor)**


**Liu, Xiufeng (Professor)**


**McVee, Mary (Associate Professor)**


Miller, Suzanne M. (Associate Professor)


Moore-Russo, Deborah A. (Assistant Professor)


Riazantseva, Anastasia (Research Assistant Professor)

Editorial Board, *NYSABE* (New York State Association for Bilingual Education) *Journal* (September 1997–Present).

Runfola, Maria E. (Associate Professor)


Waight, Noemi (Assistant Professor)


Wang, X. Christine (Associate Professor)


Associate Editor, *Early Education and Development* (January 2007–Present).


**Yerrick, Randy K. (Professor)**


**Library and Information Studies**

**Battleson, Brenda L. (Assistant Professor)**


**Nesset, Valerie M. (Assistant Professor)**


**Perrault, Anne M. (Assistant Professor)**


**Peterson, Lorna (Associate Professor)**


**Sun, Ying (Assistant Professor)**


**Wang, Jianqiang (Assistant Professor)**


Presentations

Counseling, School, and Educational Psychology

Anderson, Laura M. (Assistant Professor)


Delucia-Waack, Janice L. (Associate Professor)


Fabiano, Gregory A. (Associate Professor)


Finn, Jeremy D. (Professor)


Lee, Gloria K. (Associate Professor)


Lee, Jaekyung (Professor)


Reynolds, Amy L. (Associate Professor)


Volker, Martin A. (Associate Professor)


Vujnovic, Rebecca K. (Clinical Assistant Professor)


Educational Leadership and Policy

Colyar, Julia E. (Assistant Professor)


Colyar, J. E. (2011, February). Communities of engagement: Reading “Student Success in College.” Presented at the Niagara University Faculty Learning Community, Lewiston, NY.


Daun-Barnett, Nathan J. (Assistant Professor)


Jacobson, Stephen L. (Professor)


**Koyama, Jill P. (Assistant Professor)**


**Stone-Johnson, Corrie (Assistant Professor)**


**Weis, Lois M. (SUNY Distinguished Professor)**


Weis, L. M. (2010, November). *Postsecondary access, persistence, and graduation rates in worldwide context*. Invited lecturer at East China Normal University, Shanghai, China.

Weis, L. M. (2010, November). *Scholarly publishing in worldwide context: A focus on publishing in tier one journals*. Invited lecturer at East China Normal University, Shanghai, China.

**Learning and Instruction**

**Boyd, Maureen P. (Assistant Professor)**

Boyd, M. P. (December 2010). *Responding with a question: Contingency, positioning, and knowing in the classroom.* Organizer, discussant, and mentor to doctoral students at symposium presented at National Reading Conference, Fort Worth, TX.

**Bruce, David L. (Associate Professor)**


**Brutt-Griffler, Janina (Professor)**


**Chiu, Ming M. (Professor)**


**Clements, Douglas H. (SUNY Distinguished Professor)**


**Ebert, Ashlee A. (Clinical Assistant Professor)**

Ebert, A. A. (2010, October). *Reading is comprehending: Comprehension strategies for becoming a strategic reader*. Presented at the Western New York Professional Development Consortium, Amherst, NY.
Hayden, H. Emily (Assistant Professor)

Hayden, H. E. (2011, May). *But how will this help my students? Teachers describe their experiences as participants in a reading fluency study.* Poster presented at the International Reading Association, Orlando, FL.


Hoot, James L. (Professor)


Kearney, Erin (Research Assistant Professor)


Liu, Xiufeng (Professor)


McVee, Mary (Associate Professor)


McVee, M. (2010, December). “Some are way left, like this guy, Gloria Ladson-Billings”: The limits of cultural exploration in a literacy graduate course. Paper presented at the Literacy Research Association, Fort Worth, TX.

Miller, Suzanne M. (Associate Professor)


Moore-Russo, Deborah A. (Assistant Professor)


Raimondi, Sharon L. (Adjunct Associate Professor)


Sarama, Julie A. (Professor)


Shanahan, Lynn E. (Assistant Professor)


Tynan, Elizabeth A. (Clinical Assistant Professor)


Tynan, E. A. (2010, November). What’s new in the world of literacy clinics? Paper presented at the Association of Literacy Educators and Researchers, Omaha, NE.

Waigh, Noemi (Assistant Professor)


Wang, X. Christine (Associate Professor)


Wang, X. C. (2010, September). Exploring young children’s epistemic reasoning in computer-supported collaborative science inquiry. Invited presentation at the University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China.

Yerrick, Randy K. (Professor)


Library and Information Studies

Perrault, Anne M. (Assistant Professor)


Sun, Ying (Assistant Professor)


Wang, Jianqiang (Assistant Professor)